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OVERVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS

'Ihe fundamental objective of the National Earthquake
Hazard Reduction program is to develop economically and
socially acceptable methods for minimizing damage caused
by earthquakes. Injury, loss of life, and loss of
property most commonly are caused by the failure of
man-made structures or facilities due to strong ground
shaking.

'Ihe design of safe and economical engineering struc
tures requires an understanding of the nature of earth
quake ground motion and the response of the structures to
it. An adequate understanding can only be attained by
instrument measurement of the physical processes
involved; that is, by actually measuring the motion of
the ground and base of the structure as well as the
vibratory response of the structure during an earthquake.
Such strong-motion instruments play a crucial role in
providing data for earthquake hazard mitigation.

Previously recorded strong-motion data have greatly
enhanced knowledge about the fa1.1J.t. ruptweprocess, the
transmission of seismic wave energy from source to site,
and the dynamics of structures, although the data base is
far from comprehensive. 'Ihere is a need not only for
more data but also for more sophisticated types of data
and analysis. Also, to be useful, the infonuation must
be made available in a timely manner to the many engi
neers and scientists who require it for design, analysis,
and research. Data management and distribution are
becoming increasingly important as the mUl1ber of
strong-motion instruments and organizations that deploy
them keeps growing. 'Ihe totality of those involved in
obtaining strong-motion records, processing, archiving,
disseminating, and using strong-motion data is called,

1
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for purposes of this report, the U. s. strong-Motion
Program.

To accommodate the increasing and changing needs in
strong-motion instrumentation, which include the acquisi
tion' processing, archiving, and dissemination of the
data, and in view of changing research needs, the Panel
on strong-Motion InstrLnnentation makes the following six
reeonunend.ations .

1. 'Ihe committee on Earthquake Engineering and the
Committee on Seismology of the National Research Council
should establish a continuing ~roint subcommittee on the
U. S. Strong-Motion Program. This subcommittee would
develop and submit a general plan for the U.s. strong
Motion Program, submit Periodic (annual or biannual) up
dates of the plan, and submit a yearly report on the pro
gram's status. Before undertaking this activity, the
subcommittee should organize a workshop or conference for
users and beneficiaries of strong-motion data. The pro
ceedings of such a meeting could be used to help develop
the initial plan, Which would provide recommendations for
tasks to be undertaken during a five-year period. The
plan should be developed in consultation with and Partic
ipation by relevant public and private agencies and
organizations. It should include at least the following
elements:

• Guidelines for integration and coordination of fed
eral, state, university, and private U. S. strong-motion
activities,

• Guidelines for archiving and disseminating data,
• Reconunendations for data processing and data fomat

standards,
• strong-motion research nE!eds and priorities,
• Strategy for application of research results,
• Funding needs and priorit:ies,
• InstrLnnent development and Perfonnance guidelines,

and
• Instrument deployment strategy.

2. A strong-motion data center, or centers, should be
established. The center(s) should compile a catalog of
strong-motion data Parameters (1933 to the present), pub
lish annual uPdates of the strong-motion catalog, prompt
1Y disseminate raw and processed data upon request, ar
chive strong-motion data in a standard fomat, and in
include data from U. S. government sponsored strong-motion
data acquisition projects in foreign countries as well as
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in the United states. 'This may require expanding the
strong-motion operations of the National Geophysical Data
center (NGOC) and/or establishing other data centers.
one of the first projects of the joint subconnnittee on
the U. s. strong-Motion Program should be to review the
needs for a strong-motion data center, or centers, and to
make specific reconunendations on the establishment, oper
ation, and guidance of the center(s). A possible role
IllOdel is the u.s. Geological survey's facility in Golden,
Colorado, Which expeditiously provides copies of analog
and digital observatory seismograph data at low costs to
all Who request them.

3 . 'The Science Directorate of the National science
Foundation should consider the funding of research pro
posals in seismology that would enhance the capability of
strong-ground motion estimation. 'This activity should be
coordinated with the strong-motion activities of the En
gineering Directorate of the National Science Foundation
and the U. S. Geological Sm:vey. 'The Engineering Direc
torate of the National Science Foundation should continue
its strong interest in the development and support of
strong-motion instnnnent arrays and networks for engi
neering purposes. Close cooperation should be encouraged
between strong-motion seismologists and earthquake engi
neers.

4. An external strong-motion research program should
be established as part of the Engineering Seismology ele
ment of the U. S. Geological survey, by seeking new fund
ing as required by strong-motion research needs. This
activity should be coordinated with the earthquake engi
neering program in the Engineering Directorate of the
National Science Foundation and with the geophysics pro
gram in the Science Directorate of the National Science
Foundation.

5. steps should be taken for the effective exchange
of significant international strong-motion data. Record
ings of strong ground shaking and building responses are
often made in foreign countries. 'There is at present no
organized method of making such records available to in
terested persons in the united States, nor is there an
organiZed method of making U. S. data available to re
searchers in foreign seismic countries. An effective
interchange of strong-motion data would be mutually bene
ficial. Possible models or organizations for doing this
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are NOAA's World Geophysical Data center A in Boulder,
Colorado, or an element of the U.s. Geological Survey.

6. Finally, the panel endorses the proposal for an
International Decade of Hazard Reduction (IDHR). The
panel recommends that one empha.sis of the decade be the
development of a coordinated international strong-motion
activity with unified instnnnentation standards, deploy
ment strategies, data processing, archiving, and dissem
ination. The panel recommends that an international
repository be established under IDHR to carry out these
activities.

In implementing the above reconunendations, highest
priority should be given to the first recommendation.
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INIROOOcrION

Safeguarding life and property from the destru.ctive
effects of earthquakes is a problem of national scope.
Although some regions of the United states have rela
tively low seismicity, damaging earthquakes have histori
cally occurred throughout the country. Four very strong
earthquakes were recorded in the midwest and eastern
portions of the country--the New Madrid earthquakes of
1811 and 1812 and the Charleston earthquake of 1886
(Figures 1 and 2) .

The U. s. population and the production of goods and
services continue to become more concentrated geographi
cally, and this increases the potential for catastrophic
loss associated with a single large earthquake. It has
been estimated that a credible earthquake in some regions
of the country could result in the loss of tens of thou
sands of lives and cost more than $100 billion in proper
ty damage and loss of industrial output and productivity
(Federal Emergency Management Agency, 1980). Such an
occurrence would clearly have a major national impact,
regardless of whether it occurs in the western, central,
or eastern United states. Examples of such an event are
the September 19, 1985 Mexico earthquake (M8 .1), which
caused some 10, 000 deaths and many billions of dollars of
property loss, and the 1976 Tangshan, China earthquake
(M7 .8), which caused several hundred thousand deaths and
greater property losses than the Mexico event.

The ultimate goal of an earthquake hazard mitigation
program is to devise and implement socially and economi
cally acceptable strategies for minimizing the loss of
life and property resulting from earthquakes. To design
safe and economical structures and facilities in earth
quake-prone regions, it is necessary to understand both
the nature of the ground motion that these systems may

5
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FIGURE 1 A total of 120 shocks were reported as felt in
louisville, Kentucky, approxbnately 200 miles from the
epicenters of the 1811-1812 earthquakes near New Madrid,
Missouri. Very strong earthquakes occurred on Decerober
16, January 23, and February 7. Felt at louisville were
7 violent shocks, 9 severe shocks, 36 moderate shocks,
and 68 faint shocks. These earthquakes occurred before
seismographs were used and before a significant popu
lation existed, but there is no doubt that at least two
shocks were of very large magnitude. Source: Fuller
(1966) .
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FIGURE 2 Photograph of building col
lapse in Charleston, South carolina.
This destructive earthquake occurred
August 31, 1886 and caused considerable
damage. Its estimated magnitude was
7.7. Source: Dutton (1890).
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experience and the nature of their responses to the mo
tions. Much can be learned by computer and mathemati
cal modeling of fault-mechanisms, wave propagation,
structural response, soil-structure interaction, and
other factors, but a complete and reliable understanding
of the phenomena involved can only be obtained from di
rect measurement of the processes. 'Ihis requires mea
surement of near-field strong ground motion and mea
surement of the response of st.ructures during actual
earthquakes.

DEVEIOFMENT OF S'IRONG-MarION ACTIVITIES
IN THE UNU'ED STATES

'Ihe first recording of strong ground acceleration any
where in the world was obtained during the earthquake of
March 10, 1933 in Long Beach, california. In the 1920s
John R. Freeman, consulting engineer, and R. R. Martel,
professor of structural engineering at the california
Institute of Technology, realized that accurate record
ings of strong ground shaking were needed to understand
the forces exerted on buildings during an earthquake and,
also, the measurements of the accelerations of building
responses were needed to develop rational methods of
seismic design. It was recogniZed by Kiyogi Suyehiro,
professor of engineering at Tokyo University, and by
Freeman and Martel that the design of the sensitive
Wood-Anderson seismograph pointed the way to the design
of a practical strong-motion accelerograph. 'Ihe Wood
Anderson seismograph was developed in the early 1920s and
it had a small torsion Pendulrnn sensor, magnetic damping,
and optical recording on a rotating drLnU (Anderson and
Wood, 1925). In the latter 1920s Freeman launched a suc
cessful campaign to have accelerographs built and in
stalled in the western United States.

Freeman, an eminent engineer, convinced the then
Secretary of Commerce R. P. lamont and President Herbert
Hoover, both engineers, about. the need for accelero
graphs. Secretary lamont approved the accelerograph
project to be carried out by the U. S. coast and Geodetic
Survey in early 1931. Freeman recommended several appro
priate instrrnnent characteristics, inclUding a rotating
drLnU for optical recording wi.th a paper speed of about 1
cmjsec and a torsion pendulum with a natural frequency of
10 hertz. 'Ihe instruments were custom made to the design
of the Department of Commerce in 1932, and the first
three were installed in three cities in southern califor-
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nia in July 1932: Long Beach, Vernon, and Los Angeles.
'Ihey were sometimes called "Montana accelerographs." on
March 10, 1933 the Long Beach earthquake, having a magni
tude of 6.2, was recorded by all three instruments.
'Ihese recordings had a profound influence on engineering
thinking and on earthquake-resistant design in the united
states and worldwide (Housner, 1983).

'!he strong-motion accelerograph network was begun in
1932 and was operated by the seismological Field Survey
of the U. S. coast and Geodetic Survey. Installation of
accelerographs began in July 1932 and continued at a slow
pace over the years. '!he selection of sites for install
ing the accelerographs was done on the advice of a com
mittee of engineers. By 1964 the network of strong
motion accelerographs had expanded to 71 stations and
extended to regions in the western united states outside
of california. Corrputer analysis of the accelerograms
and the calculation of response spectra were first car
ried out in the Engineering Department of the california
Institute of Technology (Alford et al., 1951).

In the late 1960s the Seismological Field survey was
merged into the National oceanic and Atmospheric Admin
istration and operated there until the early 1970s.
During the years of the Seismological Field Survey, some
very valuable accelerograms were recorded during the
following earthquakes: Long Beach, california, 1933; El
Centro, california, 1934; Helena, Montana, 1935 (Figure
3); El Centro, california, 1940; Seattle, Washington,
1949; Tehachapi, california, 1952; Olympia, Washington,
1965; and San Fernando, california, 1971.

on FebIUarY 14, 1965 the City of Los Angeles, at the
urging of engineers, passed an ordinance requiring three
strong-motion accelerographs to be installed in all
buildings more than 10 stories high. By then, accelero
graphs were commercially available. When the San Fernan
do earthquake occurred on FebIUarY 9, 1971, accelero
graphs in more than 50 buildings recorded strong shaking
of ground and buildings (Murphy, 1973).

'!he strong-motion data provided by this earthquake
were many times greater than all the strong-motion data
recorded in the world prior to 1971. Gathered were data
on the seismic excitations and dynamic motions of build
ings of many different heights, shaPes, and materials of
construction. 'Ihese had a large impact on engineering
analysis and design as well as building codes.

'!he first commercially available accelerograph in the
United states was the AR-240, which was marketed in 1963,
followed by the RFT-250, and then in 1970 by the SMA-l.
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FIGURE 3 North-south component of acceleration recorded
during the 1935 Helena, Montana earthquake (M6.0). The
duration of strong shaking was 2.5 seconds, as compared
to the 4.5 seconds of strong shaking during the Wesbnor
land, california earthquake (Figure 7). The frequency
characteristics of the motions also differed. The char
acteristics of strong ground motions are affected by the
nature of the source mechanism, the properties of the
earth's crust through which the seismic waves travel, and
the local geology at the recording site (Figure 8) .
(From the california Institute of Technology)
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Many fed.eral, state, and local government agencies pur
chased. and installed. accelerographs to monitor ground
shaking and stnlctural response during earthquakes.
Various corporations and organizations, such as public
utilities, water departments, and industrial concerns,
also obtained. accelerographs for special engineering
needs.

In addition to engineering infonnation, the ground
motion records obtained. during the 1971 San Fernando
earthquake also contained information of value to seis
mOlogists stUdying fault mechanism and wave propagation
characteristics. consequently, in the 1970s accelero
graphs were installed. near earthquake faults with the
objective of obtaining more infonnation for seismologi
cal research. Since then, a number of seismological
research programs involving strong-motion instnnnents
have been undertaken, and at present the U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) is planning a strong-motion array near the
San Andreas Fault near Parkfield, california as part of a
seismological research program on the source mechanism of
strong earthquakes.

In the early 1970s, the Seismological Field Survey ac
tivities were transferred to the USGS, but ftmding was
provided. by the National Science Foundation (NSF). 'Ihe
government decided. that the USGS should be responsible
for seismological programs and the NSF should be respon
sible for earthquake engineering programs. 'Ihus, NSF was
responsible for the strong-motion aceelerograph program
but since NSF was not an operating agency the decision
was made to attach the Seismological Field Survey to USGS
for operating purposes. In the early 1980s, funding in
the amount of $1.2 million per year was transferred. at
agency level from NSF to USGS to provide continuing
support for instrumental maintenance and data dissemin
ation, with the understanding that the strong-motion
accelerograph program would continue to serve the pro
fessional objectives of the engineering community.

STRONG-MarION AcrIVITIES

A number of special seminars and workshops have been
held for the purpose of defining the needs of and setting
goals for strong-motion earthquake measurement activity.
In May 1978, an International Workshop on Strong-Motion
Instrument Arrays was held in Hawaii (Iwan, 1978). 'Ihe
goal of this workshop was to develop a plan for the in
ternational deployment of dense strong-motion earthquake
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instnnnent arrays. 'This workshop led to the installation
of strong-motion arrays and networks in Japan, China,
Taiwan, India, and other seismic regions, some with the
support of U. S. federal agencies. However, the workshop
had relatively little impact on the deployment of instru
ments in the United states.

In April 1980, a workshop was held in San Francisco to
review strong-motion instrument programs, to document
procedures for processing and interpreting data from
these programs, and to identify ways to improve data ac
quisition, analysis, and interpretation teclmiques for
use in the design of engineering structures (Hart et al.,
1980). Also in 1980, the Panel on National, Regional,
and Local Seismograph Networks drafted a report as the
first attempt by the seismological community to ration
alize and optimize the distribution of seismograph sta
tions across the United states (Panel on National, Re
gional, and Local Seismograph Networks, 1980). '!he panel
recommended to incorporate strong-motion sensors in a
national network and to maintain a national overview of
the distribution and operation of strong-motion seismo
graphs in the United states.

In 1981, a U.S. National Workshop on Strong-Motion
Earthquake Instnnnentation was convened in Santa Barbara,
california. 'The objectives of this workshop were to re
view strong-motion instrumentation programs in the United
states: to develop a unified strategy for the deployment
of strong-motion instruments, both in the free-field and
in buildings; and to formulate a plan for coordinating
strong-motion programs, the ongoing installation and
operation of instruments, and the management of strong
motion data (Iwan, 1981).

'The Santa Barbara workshop dealt with many of the
tecimical and management issues facing the U. S. strong
motion instrumentation activity. 'This workshop provided
the stimulus for forming the present Panel on strong
Motion Instrumentation. 'The panel report presented here
in parallels the workshop proceedings in certain re
spects, but goes beyond the recommendations of the
workshop in both extent and specificity.

'The Santa Barbara workshop specifically addressed the
need for an overview of the various strong-motion activi
ties in the United states:

Each of the organizations maintaining strong
motion instruments has its own particular in
terest in earthquake hazards, and the instruments
which they deploy are located to provide infonna-
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tion relating to these interests. 'Ihe effective
ness of these individual programs could be sub
stantially irrproved through greater cooperation
and coordination between the various concerned
groups. 'Ibis includes users as well as organiza
tions involved in data acquisition. Users of
strong-motion data should become better acquain
ted with ongoing strong-motion programs and the
availability of data. Conversely, the managers
of strong-motion programs should become better
acquainted with the needs of the data user.

At present there are many different organi
zations engaged in the installation and main
tenance of strong-motion instnnnentation, and in
data processing and dissemination of inforna
tion. A number of these organizations have had
long experience in the field, are well-organized,
and well-funded and for various administrative
reasons would find it irrpracticable to turn over
their basic responsibilities in the subject to
any central agency. 'Iherefore, the idea of
establishing one central group of any type as the
headquarters for aU. S. National strong-Motion
Program would not be a practical approach.

At the same ti1ne, it would be a definite advan
tage if the individual strong-motion programs in
the United states could be viewed as part of a
National strong-Motion Program and the individual
efforts more effectively coordinated.

'Ihe panel agrees with this statement and, for purposes
of the present panel report, the totality of strong
motion activities in the United states is called the U.S.
strong-Motion Program. 'Ihis name is in recognition of
the fact that there is a commonality of interest and
purpose among those involved in strong-motion activities
which bears on public safety and welfare. 'Ihe name does
not irrply any fornal administrative structure but, rath
er, implies that an objective overview of the various
activities can be of mutual benefit to the individual
strong-motion programs and to the country as a whole.
'Ihe name is used in this report in the same sense that it
was used in the workshop report.
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EARI'HQUAKE ENGINEERING BENEFITS OF THE
U. S. STRONG-MarION PROGRAM

Before the recording of strong earthquake groill1d mo
tions there was no reliable knowledge of the nature and
intensity of earthquake shaking. The earthquake-resis
tant design of buildings was based on a simplified con
cept of "equivalent static force," which did not provide
a ill1ifonn factor of safety for different structures and
in many cases did not provide adequate protection.

When the first strong-motion records were obtained, it
was necessary to rethink earthquake engineering design.
As data accumulated and were analyzed, building codes
were modified, seismic zoning maps were redrawn, and in
novative dynamic analyses and designs were made for im
portant structures. This led to the improved performance
of buildings during earthquakes and to greater public
safety. The benefits of the strong-motion program have
been especially important for projects requiring an ex
ceptionally high degree of safety, such as nuclear power
plants, offshore oil drilling platforms, and maj or dams.

since the location and timing of earthquakes cannot be
specified in advance, it is not always possible to have
strong-motion instnnnents in position to record destruc
tive motions of ground and structures. Therefore, the
accumulation of data has not been as rapid as desired.
In recent years, some valuable records of very strong
grOill1d shaking and the resultant vibrations of buildings
have been obtained. These data have led to improvements
in building design and in earthquake resistance of
manUfacturing facilities and urban lifelines.

In the United states, only limited data have been
obtained during large earthquakes of magnitUde greater
than 7, and no strong-motion records have been obtained
during great earthquakes of magnitUde 8 or larger. (For
large earthquakes it is customary to measure the magni
tude in terms of the strength of the low-frequency wave
radiation. The numerical value of such a magnitUde will
be greater for large earthquakes than a magnitUde based
on the strength of the high-frequency wave radiation.
The latter magnitude often is used to designate the size
of minor to moderately large earthquakes.)

Also,there has been only one instance where the
motions of a building were recorded while it was shaken
to the point of severe structural damage. Although
numerous buildings collapsed during the September 19,
1985 Mexico earthquake, no records were obtained of
building motions.
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'Thus, there is a need for additional strong-motion
records, which presumably will be provided by future
earthquakes, and there is a need for the information they
contain to be readily available to potential users. It
is well established that the improvements in earthquake
resistance made possible by the accumulation of strong
motion records to date have reduced casualties and damage
losses.
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PRESENT STA'IUS OF U. S. STRONG-MarION ACI'IVITIES

INTROoocrION

strong-motion programs in the united States have been
instituted and presently are operated by federal, state,
and local government agencies , universities, and indus
trial and nonpublic organizations. A number of federal
agencies, such as the U. s. Arrrr1 COrps of Engineers, * the
Bureau of Reclamation, and the Veterans Administration,
retain the U. S. Geological Survey (USGS) to install and
maintain their strong-motion instruments and to process
the data. Other federal agencies, such as the Naval Fa
cilities Engineering Command, install and maintain their
instruments but have the USGS process the data. All of
these instruments, together with those operated by the
USGS under its own program, make up what USGS calls the
U. S. National Strong-Motion Network. Still other federal
agencies, such as the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and
the national laboratories of the Department of Energy,
install and maintain tl).eir instnnnents and process the
data prc:xiuced bythe:m or contract this work to other
organizations.

Primary centers for the distribution of strong-motion
data in the United states are the USGS in Menlo Park,
california; the National Geophysical Data Center (NGOC)
of the National oceanic and Abnospheric Administration
(NOAA) in Boulder, Colorado; the california oivision of
Mines and Geology in Sacramento; the University of
Southern california in Los Angeles; and the california
Institute of Technology in Pasadena. (It is understoc:xi

*In the western United states the corps I instruments are
maintained by the U. S. Geological Survey and in the east
by the Corps' waterways Experiment station.

16
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that because of budgetary constraints, consideration is
being given to closing dCMn the NGCC strong-motion data
activities, and USGS is considering the dissemination of
its CMn strong-motion data if NGCC ceases this activity.)

The california Division of Mines and Geology operates
a large strong-motion program that involves the instal
lation and maintenance of accelerographs and the process
ing of data. The state of Washington also has a strong
motion program with a significant number of instruments.
Some electric power corrpanies maintain networks of
strong-motion instnnnents, such as Pacific Gas and Elec
tric company and Southern california Edison company.
Several universities have strong-motion networks that are
maintained for research purposes. A number of local
goverrnnent agencies maintain instrument networks and a
large number of buildings have been instrumented by the
CMners according to the requirements of the Uniform
Building Code and the IDs Angeles City Building Code.
Some industrial corporations have also installed
instruments.

The methods of processing and analyzing strong-motion
data were originally developed at the california Insti
tute of Technology, and processed accelerograms were
published in a series of "Strong-Motion Data Reports."
These methods are now employed by such organizations as
the USGS and the california Division of Mines and Geol
ogy. As new developments in instruments are made and as
linproved methods of analysis are developed, it can be
expected that strong-motion data processing will become
more efficient.

U. S. DATA ACQUISITION

As of 1985 nearly 3, 000 modern film-recording and
digital strong-motion accelerographs are estimated to
have been deployed in the United states. These instru
ments have been installed in a variety of geographical
locations; some in the free-field, some in buildings, and
others on dams, power plants, bridges, storage tanks,
manUfacturing facilities, and other structures. A
sizable mnnber, perhaps 40 percent of the total, are
intended for special-purpose use and their data generally
are not available to the research community. Figures 4
and 5 show the locations of accelerographs inside and
outside of california as of 1981. These figures do not
include instrtnnents required by building codes, those in
cormnercial nuclear-powered electrical generating plants,
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FIGURE 4 Known accelerographs in the united states out
side of california as of April 30, 1981. Excludes com
mercial nuclear-powered electrical generating plants.
(From Seismic Engineering, U. s. Geological Survey)

and some others. Figure 6 shows the locations of
epicenters of damaging earthquakes in the United states
through 1971.

strong-motion instruments are owned and oPerated by a
large number of different organizations and government
agencies. A partial list of sponsors of major strong
motion activities is given with descriptive data in the
Appendix. (This list is an upjate of information com
piled for the U. s. National Workshop on Strong-Motion
Earthquake Instrumentation.)

At the federal level, owners of the largest numbers of
strong-motion instnnnents* are the U. s. Army Corps of
Engineers (350 instruments) and the USGS (275 instru-

*To date, 187 dams have been identified as having strong
motion instruments installed and in OPeration. About 680
strong-motion instruments are installed at these loca
tions. Of these 187 dams, 112 are instnnnented by the
Corps and 24 are instrumented by the U.s. Bureau of Re
clamation. About 40 Percent of the dams are in califor
nia and 30 percent are east of the Mississippi River. Of
the 56 identified as large U.S. dams, only 19 are instru
mented (United states committee on large Dams, 1985).
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percentage were recorderl by sensitive seismographs that can record earthquakes at long
distances. Source: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (1973).
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ments) followed by the Depart:me.nt of Energy (80 instru
ments), the Bureau of Reclamation (70 instruments), and
the Veterans Administration (65 instruments). 'The loca
tion and placement of instruments is generally detennined
by the owning agency's goals and priorities.

The USGS operates a national strong-motion network
consisting of about 1,100 instruments owned by various
federal agencies and organizations and deployed nation
wide. This network is a major element of present nation
al strong-motion activity. The USGS has prepared a draft
plan for an enlarged strong-motion instrument program
(Spudich et al., 1985).

The U. S. Navy has a strong-motion program that is not
part of the USGS network in the sense that it installs
and maintains its own instruments I although it makes use
of the USGS data processing capabilities. In 1979, the
Naval Facilities Engineering Cormnand (NAVFAC) authorized
the Naval civil Engineering Laboratory (NCEL) to acquire
and install accelerographs at naval installations subject
to high seismic risk. These included massive and unique
structures, such as graving drydocks, cantilever plane
hangers, and power plants, that were near the waterfront
and located in remote regions (e.g., Guam) having no
available strong-motion data. Presently, 7 accelero
graphs are located in Washington; 14 in California; 2 at
Charleston, South carolina; 2 in Alaska; 3 in Guam; 2 in
Puerto Rico; 2 in the Fhilippines; and 3 in Italy.

The largest nonfederal program is that of the state of
California, and it is also the largest individual program
in the united states. The California Strong-Motion Pr0
gram has about 500 instruments installed in the free
field and in structures. It is supported by a fee on new
construction within the state and is managed by the
california Division of Mines and Geology, with general
policy oversight provided by the California state Seismic
Safety conunission. The California strong-Motion Program
is one of the few inclusive programs covering installa
tion, maintenance, data processing, and dissemination.
This program, together with the USGS program, would be a
key element in a future national strong-motion program.

At the time of the San Fernando earthquake of 1971,
the city of Los Angeles maintained one of the largest
networks of strong-motion instruments. These instru
ments, installed prilnarily in new mediurn- to high-rise
structures, were mandated by law. since 1982, the Los
Angeles program has been incorporated into the California
strong-Motion Program.

originally the network was maintained by the Seis-
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mological Field Survey (SPS) without being funded. The
records obtained during the 1971 earthquake were pre
cessed and disseminated by the SPS. When the SPS was
merged into the USGS the decision was made not to main
tain the Los Angeles city network, and for a few years
the Department of Building and Safety of the city of Los
Angeles maintained the network. In 1982 Los Angeles
joined the california State strong-Motion Program and
each existing building owner was directed to arrange for
the maintenance of his instnnnents and an armual deposi
tion was required to certify that the instnnnents were in
working order. Some 44 smaller cities using the Unifonn
Building COde also require taller buildings to be instru
mented, but Los Angeles is the only city with a large
number of instruments in place. The instruments mandated
by cities through the building code represent a large,
uncoordinated, and unplarmed network.

In addition to these strong-motion activities, there
are a number of other important efforts undertaken by
universities, public utilities, state and local govern
ment agencies, and some private corporations. Generally
speaking, these instrumentation activities are directed
toward specific research or decision-making objectives.
A future national program must integrate these activities
as well.

It should be noted that although many of the strong
motion instruments have been installed by organizations
with special purposes in mind the recordings may be of
great value to researchers and designers. For example,
the famous PacoiJna Dam accelerogram was recorded by one
of the instruments installed by the Los Angeles Flood
Control District; the much studied Santa Felicia Dam re
cords were recorded by instruments that had been in
stalled by the United Water Conservation District of
Ventura County. The records of the 1966 Parkfield
earthquake, which provided a significant advance in
seismological knowledge, came from an instrument array
that had been installed across the San Andreas fault by
the california Deparbnent of Water Resources to provide
infonnation· for the design of the california Water
Project' which brings water from the Feather River in
northern california to southern california. These
examples show the importance of coordinating all
strong-motion activities through a national program.

Funding for federal strong-motion activities is pro
vided through the budgets of the federal agencies in
volved. Some of this funding, primarily that for ac
tivities of the NSF and USGS, falls under the Earth-
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quake Hazards Reduction Act. However, the activities of
many agencies such as the U. S. Anny Cor:ps of Engineers,
Department of Energy, Bureau of Reclamation, and Veterans
Administration do not come under the act. u. S. Geolog
ical Smveyexpenditures for strong-motion activity are
primarily inhouse; the USGS supports very little univer
sity or private strong-motion research.

'The major source of funding for university research
and other nongovermnental activity in strong-motion
measurement is provided by the NSF under the Earthquake
Hazards Reduction Act. Within the NSF, only the Engi
neering Directorate funds strong-motion instnnnentation
research. 'The Earth sciences Division does not support
such research, and this has created tension between the
engineering and seismological components of strong-motion
research. More importantly, as a consequence, some sig
nificant research programs proposed by the university
community have not been supported.

U. S. DATA MANAGEMENT

Many organizations (i. e., government agencies , private
and public utilities, universities, and a few private
organizations) are involved in U. S. strong-motion pro
grams in varying degrees. The NGDC, USGS, and california
Division of Mines and Geology have undertaken the task of
managing strong-motion data (Le., archiving, cataloging,
and disseminating the data). 'The USGS maintains the
strong-Motion Infomation Retrieval System (SMIRS), which
can be easily accessed by outside users (Converse, 1978).
Data on causative earthquakes, strong-motion stations,
and available recorded accelerograms can be retrieved
using any computer tenninal and a 300-baud modem.

While SMIRS does provide limited infomation to aid
the user, it does not provide the strong-motion records
themselves or infomation relative to these records, al
though the system does indicate where these records may
be obtained. SMIRS is generally limited to data from the
Western hemisphere, although it contains some infomation
on large-magnitude earthquakes elsewhere.

'The USGS archives the originalS of its strong-motion
records and those from other agencies it serves. Signifi
cant records are digitiZed and processed. 'These data are
kept within the USGS and duplicate data are sent to the
NGDC in Boulder for distribution to users; this procedure
considerably delays data availability. 'The california
Strong-Motion Program also sends copies of its processed
data to NGDC.
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The california Division of Mines and Geology collects,
processes, and archives its own data and distributes them
upon request. It also has a data retrieval system simi
1ar to SMIRS. The Division's data processing, archiving,
and retrieval systems were modeled on the USGS program.

The University of Southern california maintains an ar
ray of 80 strong-motion instnnnents in metropolitan Los
Angeles for research purposes (Lee and Trifunac, 1982).
It also has a data retrieval system that can provide dig
itized data via telephone.

Some smaller programs, such as those at the california
Institute of Technology, Southern california Edison, and
Pacific Gas and Electric, also have data processing, ar
chiving, and dissemination capabilities. However, these
services are not well publiciZed, the organizations in
volved have generally not made arrangements for sending
the data to NGOC, and in certain instances the procedure
to acquire data is not well known.

The Environmental Data Infonnation Se:rvices (EDIS) of
NOM oPerates both the NGDC and the World Data center. *
Hyp:x::entral data, intensity data, and tsunami data files
are maintained for worldwide earthquakes. Worldwide stan
dard network seismograms and strong-motion accelerograms
are archived and catalogued (Morris et al., 1977). The
strong-motion records are generally confined to U.S.
earthquakes, and about 3, 000 records are on file.

The NGDC has about 1, 000 processed accelerograms from
other countries. The degree of processing varies from
digitized-uncorrected to completely corrected accelero
grams using methodologies originally develoPed at the
california Institute of Technology (Trifunac and Lee,
1973). However, some of the processed strong-motion
accelerogram files are not complete, especially those of
other countries. Nearly all of the iJnportant U.S. re
cords are with the NrGC, but many processed records are
still in the possession of individual organizations.

EDIS will supply any of its processed accelerograms to
users upon written request. A fee is required to cover
handling costs. NGDC has its strong-motion data cata
loged to the extent that users can identify the records
they would like to receive. However, the catalog is not
sufficiently complete for research purposes. The strong
motion data services provided by NGDC are valuable to
earthquake engineers and to seismologists stUdying

*BudgetaJ:y contraints have caused NOM to decide to phase
out the World Data Center activities and to consider
phasing out the NGDC strong-motion activities.
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macroseisms and should be continued. It is reconnnended
that the proposed joint subcormnittee, and users of the
data, consider ways of expanding the strong-motion ser
vices of NGOC, supplementing and/or complementing them
with other data centers and resources.

DATA APPLICATIONS

Applications of strong ground-motion data take a
variety of forns. For the purposes of this report they
are arbitrarily divided into (1) basic seismological and
engineering seismology research, (2) basic earthquake
engineering research, and (3) engineering practice and
code development.

Basic Seismological and Engineering Seismology Research

strong-motion data contribute to the understanding of
source mechanisms and propagation of seismic waves from
the source to the point of interest, including local site
effects (see Figures 7 and 8). '!he characteristics of
the source mechanism that can be examined using strong
motion data include: rupture velocity, point of initia
tion of the nlpture, aSPerities or irregularities on the
fault that produce strong radiation of high-frequency
seismic waves, the direction of fault-nlpture and the
resultant pattern of wave radiation, sPectral content,
stress drop, fault-nlpture dimensions, time sequence or
slip rate of fault motion, strength of energy release or
seismic moment, type of ground rupture, and possible
regiOnal differences in these Parameters. An enhanced
Jmowledge of the physics of the source is valuable not
only to the science of seismology but also for the
estimation of strong ground motion for engineering
applications.

Strong ground-motion data also contribute to a better
understanding of wave propagation characteristics, such
as geological and physical characteristics of the wave
path (e.g., velocities, density, and rigidity); atten
uation along the path, both geometric and that from ane
lasticity; scattering effects; near-source parameters
(e.g., coupling, reverberation, and focusing) due to
topography or other structural elements; and site effects
caused by variations in soil type, water table, and
neighboring geologic structure and topography. '!he
resultant strong-motion duration and frequency content
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FIGURE 8 'This accelerogram, which differs greatly from that shown in Figure 7, was recorded
in th~ center of Mexico city during the September 19, 1985 earthquake. 'This magnitude 8.1
shock was generated by slip on a sulxiuction fault about 200 miles southwest of Mexico city,
'Where some 400 multistory buildings were severely damaged or collapsed. 'Ihe center of the
city was built on a layer of soft clay 'Which, as the accelerogram shows, vibrated strongly
with a dominant period of 2 seconds. 'This explains 'Why buildings with a fundamental period
in the range of 1 to 3 seconds were much more strongly affected than buildings 'Whose periods
were outside of this range. It also explains 'Why damage was minimal in those parts of the
city built on firm ground. (Accelerogram courtesy of the Instituto de Ingenieria,
Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico) .
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are strongly affected by the characteristics of the
propagation path as well as the duration of the earth
quake source. Strong regional differences have been ob
served in high-frequency wave propagation in various
parts of the united states.

Adequate strong-motion instnnne.ntation, including two
and three-dllnensional arrays, is required to obtain the
basic data for better understanding the seismological
source and propagation parameters. This enhanced under
standing will significantly improve the u.s. capability
to predict ground motion in a given geologic environment.

Basic Earthquake Engineering Research

Over the past 40 years, the specialized field of
earthquake engineering has grown from infancy to its
current advanced state, allOW'ing the design and con
struction of buildings with greatly improved safety and
cost-effectiveness. This progress could not have taken
place without the availability of strong-motion acceler
ograms and high-speed digital corrputers that together
enabled the development and implementation of the current
methodologies of analysis and design.

'Ihe research that played a maj or role in the develop
ment of these methodologies can be classified into four
areas: (1) seismic ground motions, (2) mathematical
modeling and dynamic analysis, (3) structural perfor
mance, and (4) seismic design.

strong Ground Motions

Understanding the nature of strong ground motions,
Le., intensity, frequency content, phase relations, dur
ation, and spatial variations, is fundamental to achiev
ing good earthquake-resistant design of critical struc
tures based on economic and safety considerations. 'Ihese
structures include buildings, bridges, dams, offshore
platfonns, liquefied natural gas storage tanks, and nu
clear pOW'er plants.

Through the improved strong-motion instnnne.ntation
program, much valuable infomation has been recorded that
has led to a greater understanding of the expected ground
motions required in the design process (see Figure 8).
'Ihe ground-motion criteria used for earthquake-resistant
design of critical structures have undergone major
revisions in recent years because of recorded ground
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ground motions. Further revisions can be expected as new
lmowledge is gained through the strong-motion instrumen
tation program.

Mathematical Modeling and Dynamic Analysis

Because of the availabi;Lity of high-speed digital
computers, it is possible to perfonn the mnnerical work
required by detailed mathematical models of critical
structures. 'IWenty-five years ago the practicing engi
neering profession was very limited in its ability to
calculate seismic response. Presently, however, detailed
dynamic analyses are routinely carried out for important
structures.

For example, seismic response analyses of nuclear
power plants containing a multitude of piping systems,
equipment, and secondary structures are made, inclUding
soil-structure interaction effects. These design
activities set up a demand for research and development
toward improved mathematical modeling which, in turn,
creates a demand for improved knowledge of strong motion.

Structural Perfonnance

Because of economic considerations, controlled damage
must be allowed to take place in many structures, such as
buildings, offshore platfonns, and bridges, during max
imum credible earthquake conditions. This requirement
necessitates an understanding and an ability to predict
the resisting forces developed under large deformation
cyclic conditions and the failure mechanisms likely to
take place under extreme conditions. with the availabil
ity of modern electronically controlled, hydraulically
powered testing equipment and shaking tables, high-speed
data acquisition and processing equipment, and computers
and associated computer programs for control and anal
ysis, much knowledge has been recently gained regarding
structural perfonnance under seismic conditions. The
validity of this knowledge is, of course, highly de
pendent upon the ability to prescribe realistic seismic
excitations, which is dependent upon information gained
through the strong-motion instrumentation program.
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seismic Design

The practice of earthquake engineering in the design
and construction of structural facilities has undergone
major changes during the past 25 years as a result of
advances made in the areas of seismic ground motions,
mathematical ll'IOdeling, dynamic analysis, and structural
Perfonnance. COdes have been moderniZed, requiring the
designs to be based on more realistic seismic ground
motion criteria, better detailing of structural corrpo
nents and systems, and improved control of materials.

considering that basic earthquake engineering research
leads to economic and safety improvements in seismic de
sign and construction, it is very clear that every effort
should be made to strengthen the strong-motion instrumen
tation program, which is fundamental to this development.
The costjbenefit ratio is brought into better focus when
considering that about 35 percent of the roughly $230 bil
lion sPent annually on construction in the United states
is for regions of moderate to high seismic activity.
Many of these regions are outside of california. Figure
2 is a photograph of a collapsed building in Charleston,
South carolina in 1886. Figures 9 through 14 are exam
ples of earthquake damage caused by the 1964 Alaska, 1962
Mexico, 1982 coalinga (california), and 1979 Imperial
County (california) earthquakes.

Engineering Practice and COde Development

Accelerogram data have also led to improvements in
U.s. building codes. For example, the evolution of the
lateral force provisions in these codes is based on the
accelerograms recorded during maj or earthquakes (Figures
7 and 15). More accelerogram data are required, however,
because of the need for further improvements in engi
neering practice and building codes. Accelerograms have
not been recorded near the fault ruptures of U.s. earth
quakes greater than magnitUde 7, although these pose the
largest threat to many urban environments. Engineers
rely on extrapolations of the existing data base to pre
dict the motions of these potentially destructive events.
As a result, the uncertainty in these estlinates is great
er than those where little or no extrapolations are in
volved. Consequently, the design of future structures
may not be optimal and the evaluation of existing ones
may be inaccurate in some cases.



FIGURE 9 'This six-story, reinforced-concrete aparbnent building vibrated strongly before
collapsing during the 1964 Alaska earthquake. It was newly built in Anchorage and was a
lift-slab type, relying on the two vertical elevator/stair shafts to provide earthquake
resistance. 'There were no recording instnnnents in or near the building. (Photo by George
w. Housner)
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FIGURE 10 'This 14-story, reinforced-concrete aparbnent
building in Anchorage, Alaska was damaged by the vi
brations produced by the 1964 Alaska earthquake (MS.4).
'There were no recording instnnnents in the building, nor
were there strong-motion instnnnents in Alaska at that
time. (Photo by George W. Housner)
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FIGURE II Collapse of an eight-story building in Mexico
city in 1957. Such collapses, in which the floors are
stacked like a deck of cards, have been observed in
several earthquakes. 'TIle epicenter of the 1957 Mexico
earthquake was 200 miles south of Mexico City. Similar
collapses occurred during the september 19, 1985 Mexico
earthquake. Buildings that were not designed to resist
earthquakes are especially susceptible to damage from
distant events. (Photo provided by George W. Housner)
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FIGURE 12 Structural dan1age in the Coalinga business
district resulting from the May 2, 1983 earthquake
(M6.5). Source: california Division of Mines and Geology
(1983) . (Photograph by James stratta)
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FIGURE 14 View of the south side of the Imperial County
Services Building. 'Ibis structure was severely dan1aged
by the Imperial County earthquake of october IS, 1979
(M6.S). 'Ibe first-story reinforced-concrete coltm1I1S were
badly cracked at top and bottom. 'Ibe four coltm1I1S at the
east end of the building were shattered at the bottom and
dropped the east end of the building about 10 inches.
'Ibe building was demolished later. strong-motion instru
ments had been installed in the building prior to the
earthquake, and these recorded the motions of the roof,
several floors, and the ground. Source: california
Division of Mines and Geology (1983). (Photo by C. R.
Real)
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FIGURE 13 Structural damage to a brick building result
ing from the Coalinga earthquake of May 2, 1983. The
epicenter of this magnitude 6.5 shock was about 10 miles
from the town. Such buildings, not designed to resist
earthquakes, are very vulnerable to damage. Source:
california Division of Mines and Geology (1983). (Pho
tograph by James Stratta)
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FIGURE 15 Recorded acceleration of the roof of the Imperial County Services Building. 'Ibe
building was about five miles from the causative fault. 'Ibis six-story reinforced-concrete
building had earthquake resistance provided by a beam and colillllIl framework in the east-west
direction, and by stiff shear walls in the north-south direction. At time A the colillllIlS in
the first story cracked at the top and bottom, and this partial hinge action greatly reduced
the stiffness and increased the natural period of vibration. At time B cracks developed in
the shear walls. At time c the four COlillllIlS at the end of the building shattered at the
bottom and dropped the end of the building 10 inches. 'Ibis is the only time that records
were obtained in a building undergoing severe damage. (From the strong Motion Instn.nnenta
tion Program of the California Division of Mines and Geology)
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INTERNATIONAL AcrIVITIES

'Ihere are many regions of the world that face an
earthquake threat even greater than that of the United
states. Recognizing this threat, some foreign countries
have developed significant strong-motion programs. Most
notable is a program in Japan that could serve as a model
for other countries. 'Ihere are over 1,500 strong-motion
instruments installed in the free-field and in structures
in Japan. In addition, Japan has eltlbarked upon a nearly
$15 million program for the installation of dense strong
motion arrays. 'Ihe area of Japan is 1/25th that of the
United states while its population is half as large. 'Ihe
resulting concentration of people and industries gives
great importance to earthquake hazard.

other countries with active strong-motion programs
include Algeria, Chile, China, India, Iran, Italy, Mexi
co, New Zealand, Russia, Taiwan, Turkey, Venezuela, and
Yugoslavia. While earthquake mechanisms and construction
techniques may vary in different parts of the world, the
free-field and structural data obtained from a maj or
earthquake anyWhere in the world are valuable to all
earthquake researchers.

In 1978, an International Workshop on strong-Motion
Earthquake Instrument Arrays, with principal support from
the National science Foundation, was held in Hawaii
(Iwan, 1978). 'Ihe workshop's goal was to develop a work
able plan for the future deployment of dense strong
motion arrays with primary emphasis on ground-motion stUd
ies. Based on careful examination of the seismicity and
geology of various worldwide sites, the workshop selected
28 sites for possible deployment of strong-motion arrays.
'Ihe workshop also unanimously adopted a resolution cal
ling for the design and installation of strong-motion
arrays worldwide and the creation of an International
strong-Motion Array Council (ISMAC). since the workshop,
a number of new strong-motion array and network programs
have been instituted and large earthquakes have occurred
at a significant number of the sites.

'Ihe ISMAC was established in 1979 under the auspices
of the International Association for Earthquake Engi
neering and the International Association of Seismology
and Physics of the Earth's Interior. 'Ihe council is
involved in coordinating the activities of national and
regional strong-motion programs and in the promotion of
worldwide assembly and dissemination of strong-motion
data. Engineers and scientists from the United states
play an active role in the council.
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'Ihe higher seismicity of some regions outside of the
United states affords the opportunity of obtaining es
sential strong-motion data more quiCkly than relying
solely upon domestic measurements. Also, special instru
mentation installations set up to measure aftershocks
following a major seismic event somewhere in the world
can provide a rich source of strong-motion data. For
these reasons, it is important that the U.s. strong
motion program have an international perspective.

cooperative programs in strong-motion studies have
recently been established between the United states and
India, Taiwan, China, and other countries. Some of these
cooperative projects have already yielded significant
data.
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NEED FOR FIJRI'HER DEVEIDFMENT OF
U. S. STRONG-MOlTON AcrIVITY

Although much progress has been made in U. S. strong
motion activity since its inception in 1932, there is a
need for further development in the areas of instnnnen
tation, data acquisition and management, data analysis
and research, and applications.

rnSTRtlMENTATION

Recent advances in technology offer new opportunities
for improving the quality and computer accessibility of
strong-motion data. Irrproved hardware components pennit
greater frequency bandwidth, wider dynamic range, and
less power consumption. Microcomputers allow software
control of various hardware components, efficient and
reliable execution of system tasks, increased flexibility
in system design, and increased digital processing capa
bilities. Modern storage media extend data capacity and
provide COITg?atible forinats for minicomputer systems,
which when deployed in the field pennit extensive pre
processing of large volumes of data during field
experiments .

Research instnnnents, such as the GEOS, have incor
porated many of these features of modern technology and
established the feasibility of incorporating such char
acteristics in instnnnentation needed for future arrays
in the united states. Several of these features have
been recently incorporated in commercial instnnnentation,
such as the POO-2, PDR-l, 00-"200, A-700, and DSA-3.
However, no commercially available instnnnentation has
yet taken full advantage of available technology. In
creased use of available technology is strongly needed in
the United states. For example, in Japan 16-bit (96 dB),
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computer-corrpa.tible, cartridge recorders are used as
standard. recorders in arrays such as those installed by
the Public Works Research Institute.

The very destructive ground motions in Mexico city
during the earthquake of September 19, 1985 were recorded
by several digital accelerographs that were installed and
maintained by the Institute of Engineering of the Na
tional University of Mexico. The tape cassettes were
retrieved the same day, the data were processed through
standard california Institute of Technolcqy computer
programs and graphs of acceleration, velocity, and dis
placement as well as response spectra were available the
following day. Photocopies were being studied in the
United states two days later. This ready availability of
the strong-motion data was very important in the ex
planation and understanding of the collapses of multi
story buildings. In view of this, the panel reconnnends
that those locations in the United states where signif
icant earthquakes are expected, for example the IDs
Angeles region, be instrumented with some digital accel
erographs to supplement the analog instruments already
installed. This will enable some data to be disseminated
within a day, or two, of the earthquake.

To date, little modern digital strong-motion instru
mentation has been installed in the United states. Re
sources are needed to develop a reliable low-cost digi
tal accelerograph for corrnnercial production and routine
incorporation into planned arrays. The accelerograph
should incorporate modem technolcqy, minimize network
maintenance costs, and be developed to incorporate appro
priate ~nents of recently developed research instru
mentation. Miniaturization of the modular ~nents of
research instrumentation would permit the development of
a compact, low-power, wide dYnamic range, broad band
width digital recorder capable of recording data of sub
stantially iItproved quality at lower cost and in a more
accessible fonn for use by the scientific and engineering
communities.

Development of an inexpensive modem digital recorder
could greatly accelerate the deployment rate of recorders
on a worldwide basis and could serve as an instrumenta
tion standard for a worldwide network of strong-motion
instrumentation, which is one of the fundamental objec
tives of the International Decade for Hazard Reduction.
such a network would significantly increase the proba
bility of documenting accurately the near-source seismic
radiation field of a tremendous earthquake and its effect
upon man-made structures. SUch a data set remains to be
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collected for a laJ:'ge :magnitude earthquake anywhere in
the world.

DATA ACQUISITION AND MANAGEMENT

The acquisition of laJ:'ger amounts of strong-motion
data by a variety of organizations results in an increas
ing need to develop data archiving, management, and
retrieVal procedures that will increase data accessibil
ity for research and engineering applications. The
increasing amounts of data and rapidly changing computer
technology suggest that a data-base management system
using computer-industry-support software would be most
appropriate. Preferably such a system would be based on
conunercially available software products to facilitate
compatibility with future hardware changes. The ideal
system or parts of the system should be reasonably trans
portable between mid-siZed computers, so that the system
:may be :maintained by appropriate agencies and research
institutions. A user-friendly data-management system
permitting ready access to complete strong-motion time
series and spectral data bases is a fundamental need of
both the scientific and engineering communities. A prime
consideration is that strong-motion accelerograms be made
available without delay after an earthquake to designers,
researchers, and others who have a need to see the
recordings.

The volume of digital data suggests the need for a
data archiving and retrieval system involving two com
ponents. One component should provide a catalog of in
formation regarding station, event, and data parameters.
A second component , involving a nnlch larger volume of
information, should provide the actual time series and
spectral values. The first component should be inter
faced with the second component to facilitate archiving
and retrieval of the time series. The first component of
the system should be maintained by appropriate data
collection agencies with maintenance of the second com
ponent depending on resources and Objectives of the a
gency. These two interactive components suggested for a
data-base management system are consistent with present
uses of strong-motion data. scientific and engineering
applications of strong-motion data are generally of two
types: parametric studies and studies involving the com
plete time series or derived spectra.

The Strong-Motion Information Retrieval System of the
u.S. Geological Survey is the first example of a param-
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eter-based infonnation system applied to strong-motion
data. A similar system, though possibly simplified,
seems the most appropriate for meeting the needs of para
metric investigations. Specifically, the system should
be an online system allowing access to certain sets or
subsets of data characterized and selected on the basis
of key parameters. A three-segment data base, corrposed
of data related to accelerograms, recording stations, and
triggering earthquakes similar to the division used by
crouse et al. (1980) / may be the most practical. A pa
rameter-based online retrieval system is a particularly
appropriate scheme for providing timely access to newly
recovered data. Such a parameter data-base system could
be used to define access to the much larger data base
consisting of original and processed time series and
spectral data.

Maintenance of a complete strong-motion time series
and spectral data base for access in an online envir
onment may not be practical at present, considering the
volume of data, disk-storage costs, and data transmission
rates on dial-Up telephone lines. Retrieval of some of
these data by telephone is now possible through the Univ
ersity of Southern california. Technological improve
ments may make this scheme feasible for transmitting
large amounts of data. However, for the present, the
most practical distribution scheme for time series or
spectral data may be to have an online data request fa
cility with the actual data transmission occurring on
hard media through conventional mails. It may be useful
to retain the telephone line data transmission option,
particularly for small data subsets and certain data of
particular contemporary interest.

TIle accessibility of time series or spectral data by
investigators can be significantly improved if standard
fonnats can be established for data that are distributed
on magnetic tapes. TIle convenience with which newly ac
quired data can be combined with existing data sets
strongly affects its use. Data fonnats that are unifonn
or consistent from agency to agency and earthquake to
earthquake significantly increase the value of the data
because they can then be used without modifying software
to read each new data type.

Development of the needed data-base management systems
and improved standards for data dissemination requires
appreciable personnel and computer resources. Solutions
to these problems can be most efficiently pursued through
cooperative efforts among federal, state, and university
strong-motion programs. Close cooperation is required to
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avoid duplication of efforts and to optimize the use of
limited personnel resources. A conunon data-base manage
ment system and set of data processing procedures that
could be used by all interested programs would not only
reduce development and maintenance costs for data manage
ment but also pennit more efficient use of available re
sources in data acquisition programs following a major
event.

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH

In the past, eJ.tPhasis was placed on strengthening the
strong-motion instrumentation program through increased
installation of instruments in the free-field and in
structures. As a result, the data base has grown sub
stantially in recent years. If society is to benefit,
however, this enlarged data base must lead to inproved
earthquake-resistant design and construction. It is
inportant, therefore, that increased eJ.tPhasis be given to
making the data available prorrptly to users and to ex
panding the research effort using this data base.

Areas of research that should be eJ.tPhasized include
temporal (time) and spatial variations of the ground mo
tions, design ground motions, seismic hazard analysis,
and structural response calculations.

Time Variations

Recorded accelerograms should be used to study three
dimensional strong ground motions at a point charac
terized through, for example, Fourier spectra, response
spectra, correlation functions, cross-correlation func
tions, probabilistic distributions, mean values, and co
efficients of variation. 'The effects of factors such as
source mechanism, site properties and prOfiles, epicen
tral distance, focal depth, and magnitude need further
clarification.

Spatial Variations

For structures that are large in their horizontal
dimensions, e.g., dams, bridges, pipelines, and indus
trial buildings, the spatial variations of the three
dimensional strong ground motions have a great influence
on seismic response, and this is not well understood at
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present. Furthermore, for deeply embedded structures,
such as high-rise buildings and nuclear power plant con
tairunent structures, the effects of spatial variations of
the three-dimensional strong ground motions with depth
are very significant and should be considered in the
design of the structure. Yet such spatial variations are
not well known. 'Iherefore, it is important that studies
be carried out to characterize the spatial variations of
ground motions through cross-spectral analyses, multiple
input response spectra, cross-correlation analyses, prob
ability distributions, and other elements. Again, the
effects of such factors as source mechanism, site prop
erties and prOfiles, surface geometry profiles, magni
tude, wave types, wave velocities, wave directions, and
wave combinations of the motions need clarification.

Design Ground Motions

'Ihe seismic design criteria for critical structures
must be continually reviewed and updated as new infoma
tion is gained through studies of strong ground motions.
These studies should advance the use of response spectra
for three-dimensional ground-motion characterizations.
Features needing special attention include spectral
shapes, mean values, coefficients of variation, and in
tensity definitions. 'Ihe influence of factors such as
magnitUde, epicentral distance, focal depth, fault type,
geology, and site conditions on these features needs
study. Also, better definitions of three-dimensional
design-accelerograms for time-history analyses are needed
regardless of type used, Le., spectnnn-corrpatible accel
erograIl1S, stochastically generated accelerograIl1S, or real
measured accelerograms. For use in the design of large
structures, phase differences in the accelerograms with
distance need clarification and better definition.

seismic Hazard Analyses

As more strong earthquake ground-motion data are
collected, basic studies will provide more realistic
modeling as needed in perfonning seismic hazard analyses,
i. e., seismic hazard models reflecting the randonmess in
space, time, and magnitUde of seismic events. Further
more , magnitude-recurrence, attenuation, rupture-length
magnitUde, and other relations can be better defined,
including the randonmess of their parameters. Also,
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better definitions of effective peak ground acceleration
can be developed; they are needed to perform realistic
seismic probability risk assessments.

Stru.ctural R6SPQnse calculations

Strong-motion data have been recently collected on the
dynamic response of stru.ctures during earthquakes as a
result of the placement of instnnnents. If such infor
mation is to be of any value, correlation studies must be
carried out to check the validity of mathematical model
ing and analysis. Methods of calculating the seismic re
sponse of stru.ctures must be checked against the actual
recorded ground and building motions, othel:Wise the relia
bility of methods will not be established.

APPLICATIONS

A corrprehensive data bank of strong-motion records,
containing statistically significant numbers of events
for all site conditions in all seismic regions, would
have inportant applications for improving the safety and
economy of engineering installations in seismic regions.
strong-motion data are used in design or evaluation gen
erally in two modes.

1. The availability of large and efficient computing
devices has made possible the use of detailed numerical
models for determining the earthquake response of spe
cific civil, mechanical, and electrical engineering stru.c
tures. Such models are especially useful for stru.ctures
in which failure may threaten many people or may signifi
cantly affect the region's economy. Examples are: dams,
power plants, power transmission facilities, port facil
ities, storage facilities for hazardous chemicals, lique
fied natural gas and fuel tanks, buildings with sensitive
instnnnents, hospital complexes, industrialized build
ings, urban lifelines, offshore platforms, and military
installations .

2. Availability of large, strong-motion data banks is
also inportant for developing general design criteria for
large classes of buildings and engineering installations.
These data would enable the jUdicious choice of levels of
design force and their variations to result in more ec0

nomical stru.ctures without compromising safety.
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In earthquake-resistant design, the adequacy of the
product dePends critically on the quality of the ground
motion estimate, in relation to both the intensity of the
shaking and the frequency content. For structures with
sensitive response, the result of the analysis will not
be any better than the input motion. Improvements in ma
terial response models and computational techniques will
not improve safety unless the ground-motion estimate is
improved.

The information based on strong-motion data is of
great value to govennnent agencies concerned with earth
quake hazard mitigation, damage assessment, and disaster
relief. The information is of particular value to public
policyrnaking agencies.
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AN INTEGRATED NATIONAL STRONG-MarrON PROGRAM

strong-motion data increasingly play an ilTIportant role
in earthquake engineering and seismology. They provide
the basic infonnation required for understanding the
earthquake rupture process, the transmission of seismic
energy in the region near the epicenter, the effects of
surficial soil topography on the seismic motion, the
effects of the strong motion upon structures and their
contents, and for the safe and economical design of
structures and facilities.

The number of strong-motion instruments in OPeration
in the United States continues to increase, as well as
the number and variety of o:rganizations that deploy them.
This is indicative of the broad interest in strong-motion
data and the various uses to VJhich the data are put. At
the present time there is no fonnal overview of these ac
tivities to provide guidance about gaps or overlaps that
might exist in strong-motion data gathering, dissemina
tion, and analysis. Because strong-motion activities
involve so many o:rganizations there is a need to take a
la:rge-scale view of the entire national effort, to iden
tify the strengths and deficiencies, and in particular to
identify any critical needs that are not being met. One
way of doing this is to consider the elements that make
up the national effort.

ELEMENTS OF THE NATIONAL STRONG-MOTION PROGRAM

The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) oPerates a national
strong-motion network at the federal level. It installs
and maintains its own instruments and processes and
disseminates the recorded data. It also provides some of
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these services for other federal agencies having strong
motion programs.

The california Division of Mines and Geology has a
large strong-motion program at the state level. It in
cludes the deployment and OPeration of instruments, the
processing of data, and the distribution of data and
related information. Publication of data and reports
takes place shortly after an earthquake, when the in
formation is of maximum interest to most users.

Universities, industries, various state and local
goverrnnent agencies, building owners, and other entities
also acquire strong-motion data, usually for special
purposes. Sometimes such data are considered proprietary
and are not shared. In other cases the data are made
available later, after the principal findings have been
published.

An effective national strong-motion program nRlSt be
concerned with all phases of activities, including
strong-motion instrument development, deployment and
operation of the instruments, processing, archiving and
dissemination of data, the uses of the data, strong
motion research, strong-motion applications, integration
of the activities of various goverrunental agencies,
universities and corporations taking part in strong
motion activities, and identification of the amount of
funding required for such a national effort and the
sources of funding.

INS'IRUMENT DEVEIDFMENT

Most strong-motion instruments presently installed are
the film-recording analog type, with recording initiated
at the time that a specified threshold of ground motion
is exceeded. The advantages of such instruments are low
initial cost and relatively inexpensive maintenance,
along with a high likelihood of functioning at the time
of an earthquake. Disadvantages are the necessity of
digitizing the accelerograms as part of the data proc
essing, missing the portion of the strong-motion record
before the recorder is triggered, lack of absolute time
marks for identifying wave arrivals, deficiency in high
frequency response, and limited dynamic range.

Digital strong-motion instruments, recording on tape
cassettes or disks, are not subject to the limitations of
analog instruments. However, at present, they initially
are more expensive and less reliable, and their sophis
tication will likely result in higher maintenance costs.
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In balance, however, the advantages of digital over
analog recording are such that eventually all
strong-motion instnnnents will be digital. The very
quick dissemination of data that is possible with digital
accelerographs makes it highly desirable to have at least
one installed in each region where significant
earthquakes are expected.

There is a need for further development of miniatur
iZed, three-component instnnnents that can oPerate in
relatively small diameter boreholes in the type of envi
ronment encountered at depths of hundreds of meters.
There also is a need for direct-recording displacement
meters to measure the low-frequency portion of the strong
ground motion. These are just two examples of areas of
instnnnent development that might be considered.

There is a need for a plan to upgrade the existing
strong-motion installations, considering both the advan
tages of using state-of-the-art equipment and the added
cost of purchase, installation, and maintenance. Prior
ities need to be established, taking into account the
uses to be made of the data, the frequency of occurrence
of strong ground motion at Particular sites, and the
uniqueness of the data to be obtained.

Instnnnent Deployment and Operation

Plans for deployment of strong-motion instnnnents re
quire decisions as to whether they should be located in
structures or in the free-field. Both kinds of data are
needed by engineers, whereas seismologists prefer free
field data. More decisions must be made about the place
ment of instnnnents in the structures themselves. In ad
dition,nurnerous organizations install instnnnents in
sPecial locations for SPecial purposes, but presurnably
the data obtained would be available to others. A na
tional plan can take into account these sometimes con
flicting interests of engineers, seismologists, research
ers, and other data users.

Geographic balance consists of more than counting and
equalizing the number of accelerographs Per square mile,
or Per thousand population, or Per number of earthquakes.
For example, large nineteenth century earthquakes in the
central and eastern united states caused minor damage at
the UPPer levels of three- and four-story buildings as
far away as 700 miles (Thltton, 1890). The upPer levels
of moclern high-rise buildings can be strongly shaken by
large earthquakes that are at considerable distances.
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'Iherefore, consideration should be given to instrumenting
the basement and upper levels of same. high-rise struc
tures in each of the major metropolitan areas east of the
Rocky Mountains.

Two- and three-dimensional arrays of strong-motion
instruments can provide the data needed to better under
stand earthquake rupture dynamics and wave transmission
as well as effects on structures. Closely spaced in
struments in two-dimensional arrays will provide infor
mation about wave coherence as a function of wave fre
quency as well as an explanation of the apparent random
character of strong-motion time histories. 'Ihree-dimen
sional arrays will add infonnation about the effects of
the physical properties of the transmitting medimn (e.g.,
unconsolidated rock, stiff soil, and hard rock) on the
ground motion. Planning should involve considering the
advantages of two- and three-dimensional arrays, the
desirable locations for the arrays in the United states,
and a setting of their priority with respect to other
proposed instrument deployments.

'Ihe overview of a national strong-motion program
should give attention to the adequacy of geographic cov
erage of strong-motion instruments in the United states.
An example of such a plan for the state of california is
contained in National Planning Considerations for the
Acquisition of strOng Ground-Motion Data (Borcherdt et
al., 1984).

Data Archiving and Dissemination

Processing, archiving, and disseminating data are
essential parts of strong-motion programs. considered
together, they represent the detennining factor as to
whether the data will be given application and used. For
example, many significant advances in earthquake seis
mology occurred in the 1960s and later as a direct result
of having copies of seismograms from a global network of
calibrated instruments collected and available from one
source, namely the World-Wide Standardized Seismograph
Network. Similar advances can be expected in earthquake
engineering and engineering seismology as strong-motion
data acquisition is made easier and more convenient.

'Ihe fonn taken by the strong-motion data base should
encourage its use by all interested members of the engi
neering and seismological corrrrnunities. 'Ihat is, it
should be conveniently accessible so that the investi
gators can spend their time on analysis and research,
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rather than in physically acquiring the data and making
them compatible with their computing facilities. The
data should also be available ProIt1Ptly following a
significant earthquake, for this is when interest is at
its height.

More attention should be given to the different needs
of users as well as changes that might occur in those
needs. certain users may require only values of peak
ground motion, along with a copy of an uncorrected ac
celerogram, within a day or two after the earthquake.
others will want certain processed data on disk or tape,
at some later time.

Efficient handling, storage, and retrieval of the
large amount of data to be collected on a national basis
will necessitate making use of new technology. It is
recorrrrnended that a strong-motion data center, or centers,
be established to publish a catalog of strong-motion data
Parameters and annual updates of the strong-motion
catalog, to archive strong-motion data in a standard
fonnat, and to disseminate raw and processed data upon
request.

Under the present methods of operation, the recorded
strong-motion data do not reach the potential users in a
timely manner. This delay is exacerbated by the many
uncoordinated instnnnent installations. Furthennore,
users generally feel that even the data of the USGS and
the california state strong-motion programs do not become
easily and quiCkly available.

This problem is being addressed by the california
seismic Safety commission which has established the Data
utilization committee to advise the state strong-motion
program on exPediting the availability of data and en
couraging a wider use of the data. The USGS nOVl sends
its data to the National Geophysical Data center (NGOC)
in Boulder for archiving and disseminating, but it ap
pears that the NGOC service may no longer be available
and another procedure will be needed. The panel feels
that the proposed Joint Subcommittee on the U.S. strong
Motion Program (see Reconunendation No.1) should, as one
of its first tasks, review the california state program,
the USGS program, and the NGOC operation and make recom
mendations on the dissemination and utilization of
strong-motion data that will lead to greater use.
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strong-Motion Research

Research activities are usually detennmed by the
interests of the individual investigators and they are
continually subject to change, depending on accomplish
ments, perceiVed needs, and availability of support.
Continuous review is needed to highlight both the accom
plishments and needs, as well as those areas of research
with a high potential for success.

Such review also will point out imbalances or defi
ciencies that may exist in the total national research
effort, such as lack of funding for continued research
after data are acquired, unavailability of the National
Science Foundation (NSF) Science Directorate support for
individuals or universities desiring to understand
strong-motion research, lack of an external research
program on strong ground motion in the USGS, possible
duplication of efforts by various organizations in sOnte
geographic areas, and possible neglect of other areas
that deserve study.

strong-motion data will be more widely used as they
become readily available in a unifonn and user-friendly
fonnat. 'Ibe number of people who use the data for re
search and application also can be expected to increase,
Particularly if financial support for such activity in
creases. Guidelines are needed as to the amount of sup
port required for the analysis of existing data bases;
such support has been inadequate in the past.

'Ibe NSF Engineering Directorate plays the lead role in
research funding of strong motion studies for earthquake
engineering purposes. 'Ibe USGS also carries out research
in strong motion, but such research is confined to its
internal program. Many of the other federal agencies
concerned with earthquakes, although primarily mission
oriented, have need for research on specific aspects of
the subject. 'Ibis is Particularly true of the regulatoxy
agencies. 'Ibeir requirements or needs should be iden
tified along with methods of making research funds avail
able.

Coordination of strong-Motion Activities

'Ibere always will be some militaxy or industrial needs
for strong-motion data that require the data to be exclu
sive proPerty. 'Ibese, however, should be a small Percen
tage of the total amount of data acquired. Researchers
at universities and in government agencies cannot claim
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the right to exclusive use of data acquired by them when
the support for both oPeration of instruments and for the
research comes from tax money. Therefore, the great ma
jority of strong-motion data should be made available to
all interested Parties as soon as possible. When a uni
versity or goverrnnent organization receives research
support for strong-motion data acquisition, it should be
with the understanding that the organization accepts the
responsibility to make the data available to those who
request it. To minllnize the effort involVed, this can
best be accomplished by submitting it to a single col
lection organization, which has the responsibility to
disseminate exPeditiously and archive the data.

However, coordination of strong-motion activities
involves more than sharing data. In some cases there
might be redundancy among agencies in OPeration, re
search, and applications. Even worse, there may be
geographic areas or Particular topics in research and
application that should have a high priority but have
been overlooked or are not being addressed. Continuing
review of the u.S. strong-motion plan will note such
inequities and make recommendations to rectify any im
balances that exist. A more efficient and productive
national effort will result from the coordination of the
programs of federal, state, and local governmental
agencies and others.

The conunon interests and goals of the members of the
engineering and seismological communities must be empha
sized to produce COOPeration rather than unproductive
competition. Although the various agencies (e.g., uSGS,
NSF--Engineering, NSF--Earth sciences, and state pro
grams) often discuss matters of nnltual interest on an ad
hoc basis, there is no fonnal procedure for doing so.
The same is also true of the coordination of the various
program elements of universities, goverrnnent agencies,
and private corporations.

Funding of Strong-Motion Activities

To a certain extent the development and funding of the
strong-motion program have been evolutionary as a result
of many factors, inclUding requirements to meet special
needs. For example, following the 1971 San Fernando
(california) earthquake which seriOUSly damaged hospitals
and dams, the Veterans Administration placed strong
motion instruments at all of their hospitals in seismic
zone 2 or higher, the u. S. Anny Corps of Engineers and
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the Bureau of Reclamation installed instnnnents at dams
in earthquake-active regions, and the Nuclear Regulato:r:y
Cormnission provided support for strong-motion instnnnents
in central and eastern North America, where the majority
of nuclear power plants are located.

There is a need to identify all the governmental agen
cies and private organizations having an interest in the
operation of strong-motion instnnnents, in research, and
in the application of strong-motion data and research.
By considering the integrated needs in a national strong
motion program, a better balance will be achieved with
regard to the amount and type of support that each of the
agencies and organizations will be expected to contri
bute. This will have the additional advantage of provid
ing more rational choices in the preParation of budgets,
which are made years in advance of actual comrnibnents.

Funding considerations for the national effort should
take the broad PerSPective. They need not be concerned
with budgetary details, but should present overall dollar
needs (with options) and a breakdown into large cate
gories, along with the names of agencies that logically
can be expected to provide the support in each of the
categories. Such a plan will provide a realistic assess
ment of all the money that is sPent on strong-motion ac
tivities in the count:r:y.

MECHANISMS FOR ONGOlliG PLANNING AND O)()RDINATION

This report of the Panel on strong Motion Instnnnen
tation presents an evaluation of the current status of
strong-motion activities and needs for the innnediate
future. In such a dYnamic and rapidly evolving area,
continuous oversight and updating are required, espe
cially in instrument development, data processing manage
ment and dissemination, and research developments, in
order to understand the physics of the earthquake rupture
process, the effects of the radiated waves on the motion
of the ground, and the response of structure to ground
motions.

The Panel, accordingly, recorrnnends that the cormnittee
on Earthquake Engineering and the cormnittee on Seismology
of the National Research Council establish a continuing
joint subcommittee on the u.S. Strong-Motion Program.
The responsibilities and activities of this proposed
subcommittee are presented in "overview and Recorrnnenda
tions" along with other recommendations.
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APPENDIX:
SUMMARY OF STRONG-MOI'ION INSTRUMENTATION

EFFORT'S IN THE UNITED STATES

A more detailed listing of organizations and instru.
ments is given in the report of the Santa Barbara Work
shop (Iwan, 1981).

Organization

california Division of Mines and Geology
U. S. Arrrr:l Corps of Engineers
U. S. Geological Smvey
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
State of Washington
University of Southern california
Department of Energy
Bureau of Reclamation
Veterans Administration
Nuclear power plants
california Department of Water Resources
university of california, IDs Angeles
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
U.S. Navy
Federal Highway Administration
Metropolitan Water District of Southern

california
Southern california Edison Company
Los Angeles Flood Control District
University of california, San Diego
International Business Machines Company
Columbia University
.stanford University
california Institute of Technology
washington Department of Transportation
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
lawrence Livennore National Laboratory

Nuniber of
Instruments

500
350
275

91
90
81
80
70
65
62
70
36
35
35
30

30
26
25
21
20
18
15
15
15
15
15

Buildings instrumented in cities using uniform
Building Code 321

Instruments installed by various
organizations 325

'!he City of Los Angeles requires owners of
large buildings to install and maintain
strong-motion instruments. '!his is the larg-
est uncoordinated collection of instruments. 500
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